This research addressed the problem of determining the relationships among multiple, diverse information sources in order to support the integration of data from these sources. In general, to integrate data from multiple sources requires a model of the precise relationships between the sources. Constructing such a model by hand is a difficult and time-consuming process. The relationships captured in a model describe the type of overlap between data instances in different sources. In this work data mining techniques were used to determine these relationships by comparing the data instances between sources. A related problem is that data instances can exist in different formats across several sources, e.g., IBM may be abbreviated as IBM in one source and appear as International Business Machines in another source. This work addressed this problem by developing techniques for automatically determining the mapping between names used in different sources. These integration techniques were used in conjunction with the SIMS information mediator, allowing SIMS to correctly and efficiently integrate data across several sources that contained data instances appearing in multiple formats.
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This AASERT research was driven by the need to automate the integration of information from multiple diverse information sources available on the internet, in order to efficiently answer user queries. For example, if the user was interested in finding out the annual incomes of all the computer companies whose current stock price is greater than $100, this would involve accessing and integrating information from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) web server, which has company annual reports, and a current stock quote server available on the web. To manually perform this task a user would first retrieve the annual incomes of all of the computer companies from the SEC web site, and then retrieve the current stock price of each of these companies from the stock quote server and check if the price is greater than $100. This task would require a significant amount of effort to perform on the part of the user, especially when retrieving large amounts of data. The user would also need to possess a great deal of knowledge about how to access the data contained in the sources, as well as how to integrate the two sets of data. A more desirable approach would be to provide the user with a single interface that allows access to multiple information sources, abstracting away the need for the user to know the location or query access methods of any particular source.

The SIMS information broker was designed to provide the user with such an interface. Therefore, as shown by this example, in order to properly access and integrate the data from independent heterogeneous sources the system must have knowledge about the relationships of the data contained in each of these sources, as well as the relationships between the sources. SIMS captures this type of relationship information in the form of a model, called a domain model. The types of relationships captured in the model describe the amount of overlapping data instances shared between the sources. Presently, the domain model is manually generated by human experts who are familiar with the data stored in the sources. To automatically generate domain models, datamining techniques are used to determine which data instances appear in multiple sources, e.g. which (if any) companies from the SEC web site, like the computer company IBM, also have stock quote information in the stock quote server. Once the overlapping data instances are determined, the relationship between the data in the sources can be modeled in the domain model as either subset, superset, equality, overlapping or association.

Since datamining techniques determine these relationships by comparing the data instances between sources to discover which data instances are shared between the sources; potentially, all instances from one source could be compared with all of the instances from an other source. In order to constrain the number of comparisons each source is first mined for the properties or features of its data, such as its type, length and range; then, only instances which have compatible properties are compared. The experimental results showed that this technique reduced the number of comparisons performed when mining the source for the model relationships, and that in some cases the number of comparisons were reduced by 70 percent.

A special case for information integration is when data instances can exist in different formats across several sources, e.g. the company IBM can appear as International Business Machines in another source. In this case, constructing a model that represents only the amount of overlap between sources is not sufficient to properly integrate the retrieved data. Information relating each specific pair of corresponding data instances must also be captured, e.g. (IBM, International Business Machines). This information is stored in a mapping table which is modeled as an information source with overlapping relationships between the sources for which it contains mapping information. In other words, the mapping table source has subset relationships with the SEC and stock server sources. This integration technique has allowed SIMS to properly and efficiently integrate data across several sources that contained data instances appearing in multiples formats.
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